GROUND LEVEL – STUDENT STREET
GROUND LEVEL STUDENT STREET

OTTOMANS – Kimball Dwell

LOUNGE CHAIR 1 – Coalesse Joel Lounge

Coalesse – Visalia Lounge  $2,113 List

2 TOP COFFEE TABLES – National Myriad

SIDE TABLE - Coalesse CG1

COMMUNITY TABLE – Kimball Priority Table

Herman Miller Swoop  $876 List

Herman Miller: Eames wire base
GROUND LEVEL STUDENT STREET

MODULAR SOFA – Coalesse Await Lounge

KI Hub  $1,213 List
GROUND LEVEL STUDENT STREET

Geiger Scissor Chair  $2,517 List

Coalesse Coupe Chair  $1,439 List

KI – Lyra Chair  $2,019 List

SIDE CHAIRS – Coalesse Enea Lottus
GROUND LEVEL – HEARTH AND COFFEE SHOP LOUNGE
HEARTH

LOUNGE CHAIR 2 – Coalesse Joel Lounge

OTAOMANS – Kimball Dwell

SIDE TABLE - Coalesse CG1

COFFEE TABLE – Coalesse CG1

2 TOP COFFEE TABLES – National Myriad

SEATED HEIGHT CAFÉ TABLE – KI Athens Table

Coalesse – Visalia Sofa

Coalesse – Visalia Lounge $2,113 List

Herman Miller: Eames wire base $308 List
HEARTH

Geiger Scissor Chair  $2,517 List

Basis of Design: Coalesse Coupe Chair  $1,439 List

Coalesse - Coupe Sofa  $2,160 List

ALTERNATES

Basis of Design: Coalesse Enea
Lottus  $339 List

Falcon Tables  $1,079 List

Herman Miller: Eames stacking base  $369 List
O LOUNGE

Coalesse – Visalia Lounge $2,113 List

COFFEE TABLES – National Myriad

OTTOMANS – Kimball Dwell

36” ROUND SEATED HEIGHT TABLE – KI Athens

STANDING CHARGING TABLE – Steelcase Campfire Big Table

GAMING LIGHT SCALE LOUNGE CHAIR – Coalesse Bindu

Hightower – Four cast Chair

Gaming and Coffee Tables – Coalesse – CG1 Rectangular Table

Hightower – Four cast Stool

Hightower – Four cast Chair

Coalesse – Visalia Sofa

National Myriad
O LOUNGE

KI – Lyra Chair  $2,019 List

ALTERNATES

Herman Miller Swoop Chair  $1,891 List
O LOUNGE

Falcon 1700 Series  $293 List

Falcon 1709 Series  $503 List

Coalesse Enea Lottus  $546 List

SEATED HEIGHT CHAIRS  – Steelcase Move

COUNTER HEIGHT STOOLS  – Steelcase Move

Coalesse Enea Lottus  $339 List

ALTERNATES
TAYLOR LOUNGE

SOFA – Coalesse Pasio Sofa  $4,840 List

HBF – Venice Chair  $2,179 List

COFFEE TABLE – Coalesse Passarelle Table  $1,113 List

END TABLE – Coalesse Passarelle Table  $966 List

CONSOLE TABLE – Coalesse Passarelle Table  $1,329 List

LOUNGE CHAIR 1 – Coalesse Pasio chair  $2,371 List
FOOD SERVICE FULL – updated layout
LEVEL 1 FOOD SERVICE

BOOTH – Falcon Dunhill

CAFÉ and BISTRO TABLES – Falcon J91 disc base with grade C top

Hightower – Four cast Chair

Fixtures Furniture Pick a Top/Base
$870 List for seated height, $895 List for Bistro Height

Hightower – Four cast Stool
LEVEL 1 FOOD SERVICE

Basis of Design: Coalesse Enea  $339 List

Falcon 1700 Series  $293 List

Coalesse Enea Lottus  $546 List

Falcon 1709 Series  $503 List
LEVEL 1 – STUDENT STREET
LEVEL 2 – LOUNGE SPACES

LEVEL 2 – STUDENT STREET
UPPER LEVELS STUDENT STREET AND LOUNGE

SEATED HEIGHT ROUND STUDY TABLE – KI Athens Table

SEATED HEIGHT STUDY CHAIRS – Herman Miller Eames Chair

LOUNGE CHAIRS - Herman Miller Swoop Chair

END TABLES – Coalesse CG1

COFFEE TABLES – Coalesse CG1 Table

LOUNGE CHAIRS - Herman Miller Swoop Chair

BENCHES - Coalesse Visalia
STUDY TABLES
Assumes 30” Round

UPPER LEVELS STUDENT STREET AND LOUNGE

Harter – Shapes  $892 List

Coalesse Enea Lottus
$339 List

Falcon Tables  $1,477 List

Herman Miller: Eames stacking base
$369 List

ALTERNATES
UPPER LEVELS STUDENT STREET AND LOUNGE

Herman Miller Swoop  $876 List

KI Hub  $1,213 List

KI – Lyra Chair  $2,019 List

Coalesse – Visalia Lounge  $2,113 List